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THE ROARING TWENTIES COACHES CONFERENCE – Senior Visual Art 
This is merely an outline 
See the Bibliography 
There is a lot more on the internet, but these were my main sources 
This year’s competition is a little different.  In addition to four artists we have 
buildings.  Six buildings, to be exact, three in New York and three in Chicago. 
The Chicago buildings are all actually near each other – you can go visit them if 
you go to Chicago. 
 
SLIDE 1.  The American Radiator Building  New York  1924  Raymond Hood 
But first we’ll start in New York 
This is the earliest of the buildings New York  1924.   It is also the most 
idiosyncratic, in my opinion.  You will need to know the style – or styles.  (Neo-
Gothic- combined with modern) Also the architect, but not really very much 
about the architect – just a little.  In this case it was Raymond Hood.  As a result 
of his work on this building, he and his firm won the competition for the  
Tribune Tower 
The building was later renamed, but that will not be in the competition 
 
SLIDE 2. American Radiator Building 
The building is a free standing tower. 
In some cases you  will need to know the most important material of the 
building, the color, etc.  There will be nothing about the interiors. As you can 
see this building is black with gold, to symbolize the product of the owner - coal 
and fire.  (radiators.)  You can see all the details that are on the façade.  It’s 
really a splendid building on 40th St in NY,  At one point it became a hotel 
 
 
SLIDE 3   American Radiator Building  by Georgia O’Keeffe 
 
SLIDE 4. The Chrysler Building  1928-30  William Van Allen 
In contrast to the American Radiator Building,  there is a ton of material on the 
Chrysler Building – as well as the Empire State Building.  My principal internet 
sources are in your bibliography, and there is also a lot of material in Hughes. 
I think most people will recognize this building by its finial. 
Built as a result of the economic boom of the 1920’s and the  need for more 
office space in New York.  Unlike the mixed style of the American Radiator 
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Building, this one is strictly art deco.  Especially the finial or crown, which is its 
hallmark. 
Many modification to its design, and the height kept increasing, as it did later in 
the Empire State Building 
 
SLIDE 5.  Chrysler Building Crown  view 
Need to know about this crown, its windows, etc.  Also interesting story about 
the spire.  The competition for the world’s tallest building 40 Wall Street.  The 
trick with the spire.  At the time the tallest building, but only for a short while 
 
 
SLIDE 6.  Chrysler Building detail  
The Chrysler building is full of details, like this gargoyle,  there are hubcaps and 
eagles and all sorts of things relating to the Chrysler Company products.  See the 
symbolism of the American Radiator Company.  Not all buildings, even if built 
for a corporation have this. 
You do not need to know about the later history of this or any of the other 
buildings 
But you might look at what materials were used in the construction of the 
Chrysler building. 
 
SLIDE 7.  The Empire State Building   completed 1931, but designed and started 
earlier    Shreve, Lamb and Harmon 
Of course everybody knows this building – or at least used to.  Once it was the 
tallest building in the world.  Incidentally its façade is Indiana limestone; It was 
the tallest building in  NY until the World  Trade Center. 
The original design was for a shorter building. But the addition to the original lot 
allowed it to reach its present height. 
Incidentally, I generally did not go into the structure of skyscrapers and what 
made their great height possible. 
 
SLIDE 8.  The Empire State Building 
In contrast to the other two buildings, the Empire State Building is quite stark.  
The more austere version of art deco. No little details.  All emphasis is on the  
vertical.  Need to know about set-backs, both in New York and Chicago. 
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SLIDE 9. The Wrigley Building  1920—24  Graham, Anderson, Probst & White 
Now to Chicago 
The Wrigley Building is more or less contemporary with the American Radiator 
Building.   Façade is white terra cotta. It is actually two – very wide – towers 
connected by a walkway.  The towers are of unequal height. The clock tower 
was inspired by the Giralda tower of the Seville cathedral.  Other inspiration are 
from the French Renaissance.  It was the first air-conditioned office building in 
Chicago.   
 
SLIDE 10. 
Wrigley Building  Clock tower 
 
SLIDE 11. Tribune Tower 1923-25  John Mead Howells and Raymond Hood 
One of the most famous buildings of the time 
John Howells and Raymond Hood were chosen in a competition for the design 
It is Neo-Gothic, and was criticized as too conservative. 
Emphasis on the vertical 
 
SLIDE 12. Tribune Tower  close-up 
You can see the gothic elements here.  Note the buttresses 
 
SLIDE 13. Carbon and Carbide Building  1929  Hubert and Daniel Burnham Jr 
An example of classical Art deco architecture.  Quite a contrast to the previous 
two buildings 
Somewhat more ornate than the Empire State Building 
Exterior is black granite and green terra – cotta.  First use of green on a façade 
Also full of symbols relating to carbon.  
 
 SLIDE 14: Carbon and Carbide Building  close-up 
Note the gold decorative details – art deco with beaux arts details. A very 
sumptuous building.  Now also a hotel 
 
This concludes the architectural part of the completion. As I said, the emphasis 
is on the style of the buildings, art-deco?  Beaux arts? Neo-gothic? Are the 
building solid blocks?  Block and towers?  Just towers? 
Again, nothing on the interiors.   You should know a little about the architects, 
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SLIDE  15.  Stuart Davis  Salt Shaker  1931 
And now back to art and artists.  
By the way, the competition is divided equally between architecture and artists.  
This comes to an average of 7-8 questions per building, with a few more on the 
Chrysler and Empire State Buildings.  There will be 12-13 questions overall on 
each artist. 
 Some of these artist have been in previous competitions – they worked longer 
than ten years – but all the pieces are 1920-1932, 
You may notice the artists are always listed alphabetically. 
You will need to k now the name of the various styles that are applicable, such 
as cubism, precisionism, landscape, abstraction, still life, hard edge, etc.  Just to 
give you an idea’ 
This is Stuart Davis’ Salt Shaker  a later piece in the competition, when he has 
become much more abstract.  Davis is also known for the Egg Beater paintings, a 
series which becomes more and more abstract over time. 
 
SLIOE 16.  Stuart Davis  Lucky Strike  1921 
Many if he artist studied are noted for their use of everyday objects as subject 
for art.  Like logos, ,packaging. In this they  pre-figure the much later pop artists. 
This of course was fairly new. Note the bright colors, the sharp outlines. Writing  
cubist influence 
 
SLIDE 17.  Stuart Davis  House and Street  1931 
Here you have a painting very typical of Davis.  Note the bright colors, sharp 
outlines, abstraction, simplification, and above all very shallow space.  Ther4 is 
no modeling, just flat areas of color.  Davis was also both very fond of and 
influenced by jazz. 
 
SLIDE 18.  Charles Demuth  I Saw the Figure 5 in Gold  1928 
Now on to Charles Demuth.  This is one of several poster portraits Demuth did, 
his most famous.  It is a portrait of his friend, the poet William Carlos Williams, 
who was a fire engine buff.  No.5 was the company near him. You can also see 
his name on the top right.  Dove also did some similar portraits, but his were 
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assemblages.  Demuth is very versatile and had a number of different styles at 
the same time. 
SLIDE   19. Charles Demuth  Lancaster  1921 
Like Sheeler, Demuth also painted the industrial landscape.  He was just very 
versatile. In contrast to the previous picture, colors here are softer, more 
muted.  Bu5t you still see the influenced of cubism.  There is also somewhat 
more depth 
 
SLIDE 20.  Charles Demuth  Three pears and a Peach  1929-30 
Demuth was also an excellent water colorist.  Note the soft rounded shapes – 
very different from the two previous slides – yet the precision of the outlines.  
Demuth was very versatile. He also did figure paintings. In addition, he was also 
one of the first recipients of the newly developed Lilly insulin injections. 
 
SLIDE 21. Arthur Dove  Foghorns  1929 
No hard edges here.  All soft and overlapping.  Note the circular shapes – 
common in Dove.  With a very few exceptions, Dove’s work is about nature, or 
natural phenomena.  Also, this piece is an example of synesthesia, something 
Dove was very interested in 
 
SLIDE 22.  Arthur Dove  Portrait of Alfred Stieglitz  1924 
Dove, like Demuth, did some portrait poster, but his are usually assemblages 
 
SLIDE 23.   Arthur Dove  Fields of Grain as seen from a . But always nature 
Incidentally, I do not go into the biography of the artists, but Dove’s is very 
interesting.  It doesn’t hurt to know more than what will be in the competition 
 
SLIDE 24.  Charles Sheeler   American Landscape  1930 
Lastly Sheeler.  He was hired by the Ford Motor Co. to make some pictures of 
their Ft Dearborn plant.  Sheeler was also a photographer and there are also 
photos of this plan.  Industrial building took the place of landscape in Sheeler’s 
work.  He also coined the word precisionism to describe his style 
 
SLIDE 25.  Charles Sheeler  Bucks Country Barn  1932 
An actual landscape by Sheeler.  Note again the absence of human figures.  
There is hardly any recession in space – everything is right in the foreground 
  There are some chickens 
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SLIDE 26. Charles Sheeler Criss-Cross Conveyors, River Rouge Plan    Ford Motor 
Company  1927 
Sheeler is the master of the industrial landscape.  As I said, he was also a 
photographer.  Very complex shapes here, from the angle of his choice. 
 
I hope your students will like this year’s competition 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


